California Verification Labels
For Purifilter “H”
On-road
(engine label implemented January 29, 2008)
(product label implemented January 10, 2008)

Label 1- Engine or
Engine Compartment
(foil / plastic composite)

Notes on Engine Label
• Serial Number and Date of Mfr will be under adhesive window allowing installer to transfer information from product label- instructions will be provided in product manual
• label complies with all ARB requirements

Notes on Product Label
• Product PFSCXXH; XX = Purifilter Model / Filter Size; H denotes Purifilter H
• Part Number*: If sold as a complete system, the Part Number begins with an A11U pre-fix. If sold as a spare centerbody, it would have a C19U pre-fix in the part number.
• Serial Number Pre-fix “J” on all A11 system or C19U spare filters will denote ARB warranted product if returned under warranty claim to ECS.
• Serial Number Pre-fix will also denote which Verification Order was applicable to product
• Serial Number also links to Date of Mfr in ECS internal records
• ADB 9 represents filter lot code